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Abstracta Necessary and sufficient conditions are given under which a code has finite synchro- 
nization delay. The ppoof of +&e theorem makes use of three lemmas involving combinatorial 
properties of the fm monoid related with the synchronization delay. A corollary of these lemmas 
@rope@ 3) gives also an upper bound on 
depends on the number of states of the 
the synchronization delay of a code-d, which line&y 
minimal automaton recognizing A*. 
Let X be a finite set (alphabet) and X* the free monoid generated by X. A subset A 
of’ X* is a variable k@z code, or simply a code, iff the submonoid Aa’ generated 
bsj A is free with basis A, or, alternatively, iff, for any one-to-one mapping $ of 
a set Y onto A, 4 cad be extended to a one-to-one homomorphism &@ of the free 
monoid Y* into X*. 
Pollowing Schtitzenberger [ 121 we give the following definition. 
Defitition 1. Let A be a code. A pair (a, a’) of words in A* is synchroniting iff for 
all f,f’ E X*, the relation jkalf’ E A* implies fa E A* and a’j” E A? A code ~4 ks 
finite symbmization delay i_? there exists a natural number q such that every. pair 
of words in AQ is synchronizing. The least q for which this condition is satisfied is 
called the synchronization delay of A. 
Intuitively, (a9 a’) i.s a synchronizing pair if the word aa’ determines without 8rn- 
biguity a factorization of the word jiza’f’ in elements of A, regardless of the “ct’3n- 
text” (P3f’) in whit aa’ appears. A code A hm then fKte synchronization 
if a message, writt in the code A, can be uniquely decoded (that is factorize 
words of A) by examining only a finite number of elements of A, from any starting 
point. 
red the natural extension of other fami’lies 
ly parsable codes” [6] (in whicik 
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is finite) and the “Emma free codes” [4] (in which all the words of A have the sme 
length). Some enumeration problems on these codes are solved in [3]. 
It is noteworthy that the notion of code hakng finite synchronization &lay plays 
a me in some problems of automati theory ;md in particukr in the a$ebraic ehar- 
acteriza%ion f- subkmiks of the rational knguages [14, 91. 
III this papers ex%ending a result db%ained in ,[9], we relate the codes hwing &ite 
synchronization delay with another emarkable family of codes (DeGni%ion 2) wb,i& 
appears in the factorizations offree monoids [131 and can be utilized in the construe- 
tion of the basis of free Lie algebras [ll, 15, 161. 
Ik&Mon 2. A code A is verse pure iff for all u, v E X*, the relations w E A* and 
WEA” imply WA* and VGA”. 
Remark. The name ‘Very pure” has been Grs% used in [8] to denote a subfamily 
tif the pure codes, introduced in the same paper. (A submonoid P of X* is pure 
i.ff for alR f~ XX* and for any natural number n, f” E P implies f~ P. A code A 
is pure ifF A* 3s 2 pure submonoid.) The notion of a pure submonoid is borrowed 
from the %heory of groups, where a subgroup which satities the above condition 
is called pure. 
IMnition 2 can be interpreted as follows. Recall that two words .f, g of a free 
monoid X* are cmjugate [S] E there exist u, v E X* such thttt f = uo and ,a = vu; 
if neither itc nor v is the empty word, then f and g are strictly conjugate. Now let 
A c: X* be a code and let 4) be a one=%o-one mapping of an alphabet. Y onto A, 
ex%ended to a one-to-one hlomomorphism #*of the free monoid Y* into XI’*; consider 
%he inverse isomorphism v = (&@j-1 of A* on%o Y*. Then A is very pure iff the 
hypothesis that fand g are strictly conjugate in X* implies that p cf) and p @) are 
also strictly conjute in Y*. 
By the above interpreta%ion, <.he following properties are easily vetied. 
Property 1. Any subset of a very pure code is itself a very pure code. 
Let A c X* be a very pure code and let q be a one-to-one homo- 
mtxphism bf X* into a free monoid 2” on a se% 2, such that B = I! (X) c Z* 
is also a vtzy pure code. Then the compound code A @ B = q (A) c Z* (see [7]) 
is very pure. 
Before stating the main result, let us rexll some Ifundamental cor;cepts from 
a&xnata theory [2J If L is a subset of X*, the right equivaknce pL, induced by L, 
is decked as follows on the words of X*: 
~4 subset L of a free mono:id is rational [or regular) 
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Unite index; this index &es also the number of states of the minimal autainaton 
wlkh recognizes L. 
The main result of the paper is the following: 
rem. (a) Euery code with finite synchronizatkxr delay is very pure. 
(b) Every ve<y pub-e code A, that is rational and that satisfies the condit&n F(p): 
A n X*AJ’X* = @, for some natural number p, has finite synchronization delay. 
If we suppose the code to be finit‘e, the restrictive hypotheses oT (b) are trivially 
vetied and we obtain one of the results of [9]. Note that those restrictive hypo- 
theses are indeed necessary, as shown by the following examples. 
Example 1. Consider X = {x, y, z} and A = (SC> u (yx*z). A is very pure and 
rational, but, fcr any natural number q, the pair (x4, x4) of elements of Aa iis not 
synchronizing. Indeed yx2@z E A* and yxQ 4 A*. 
Example 2. Consider X = (x, y} and A = ((xzn-‘y2”) u (y2”51c2”f1)ln E N}. A is 
very pure and satisfies the condition F(p), buz, for any natural number q* the pair 
(~2~3~~4~~ ..= y%7x%+l, y”%+“X2%+3~~2Q+4~2%+5 . . , y4%x4Q+') 
of elements off A% is not synchronizing. Indeed 
-&$y” ... y~%x~%t~y~%t~x~%t~ •,ey4%x~%tly4%t2 E A", 
but 
xy2x3y4 ..s y2‘k2Q”” #A*. 
In the course of the verification of the theorem, we shall also obtain the fialtowing: 
Property 3. Let A be a rational code that sat:isfies the condition F(p) for some p. 
If A has synchronization delay q (finite), then q < 2p (s-t_ :), where s is the -number 
of states of the minimal ar.ltomaton which recognizes A*. 
‘ 
:2. Pm4 sf the theorem 
We first recall a basic result on free submono:ids and some of its elementary con- 
sequences, 
Proposition (Schiitzenberger [lo], see also [1].,1. necessary and suff i&M coradit zian 
,for A* to be free and of basis A is that forr allf~ X*, fA* n A* # R( and A*f iq A* 
# 0 implies ft~ A*. 
Let A be a code. For GIN u, v E x”$ uv E A* CUECI! VU E A* implies u E A”: 
und veA*;lr u#A* and o$A*. 
by the above proposition also u E A 
uppose &that there exists a natural number IZ SW 
ince (,uv~ and (WY E A*, it follows, by the above proposition, 
in cuntr3diction with the hypothesis of the coral 
Let A be a code , . . . . fm) be any finite 8quence of 
szlch that fk fkfi .I$ k c m). If there exist two indices 
t,j$I < i <j < such that fr E A * and f, G A ?, then, for all indices k such that 
first observe that, if, for a given index i (1 < i < m), fi E A*, then all 
wads of the fonn.f,# fkt+l ...fr-lfifi+i 3..fkll-ifkll with 1 < k' Q i G k” < m, 
to A*. Thus, X fi, fi E A*, with i c j9 we hue that for any i 
‘ifcation of(3). Suppose that A is not very pure. Then, by Corollary 1, there 
exist two words U, v qk A* such that tw, vu E A *. Let m bc the natural number such 
prove that, for any natural number q, the pair ((uu)@, (uv)“} of 
is not synchronizing. Consider indeed the word (vu)~Q*~ E A*. We 
= v ~u~)~bv)~u but,by CoroUary 2, v (u@ and (?dv)% $ A *. Thus A 
no~t E&e synchronization delay. 
‘cation of@). Yi%e proof of(b) and of’ roperty 3 i.s obtained as a consequence 
~mmas H, 2 and 3 below. Let us give some other definitions. If A is 
~6 code, for any word g E AA*, an A-factorkation of g is a pai: (gl, g2) of elements 
eing r and d na tural numbers, denote by W (r) and U (d) 
s on 3 code AI. 
f;f’ E X* such that j!gr E A*, there exists an 
t cfsl, iI2 f ‘) is an A-fa. zation of .fgf. 
ce S = (fl, f2$ w-J,J of words of 
et A be a code, satisfies V (I$, then 
f it is verified for 
then, considering the condition V(P) is 
Let A be a code that a&fies the conditions 
tion V (pd). 
00 proof is by contradiction. Assuming F(p) verified, let us suppose that 
does not satisfy :y(pd); the exist then a word g = al a2 . . . apa E Apd (i.e. q E A 
and two words4lf’ E X* s at fgf’ = bi b2 . . . E AR (i.e. bj E A.) and fa, a2 . . . ai 
# bl b2 . . . !I~, for all i, j. 
Let a be the mapping of the interval [1, pdJ in the interval [l, n] &finedl as 
for each i E [l,pd], a (i) = [I, n] 8 there exist two words 6$, b;’ such 
= b; b;’ and fa, a2 . . . czi = b,-, b;. 81 ie not ge;*F:rally a one-t 
Consider the suibset T of [ 1, ic_d] such that z l 65 T ifT cari isnot an interim 
By ?he conditim F(p), it follows that card (T) = t >/ pi/p == d. 
easily verified that the restriction of cc to T is a om-to-one mappin; 
c [l,n-j. Put 
T = {iI, ‘i,, nm., iti} with il < i2 < -.. 4: ity 
a (T) = {jl, j2 !, . . . . jF} with j, <j, < . . . < jg: jk = oe(i,), for all k (1 G k G t3- 
or each k (1 d k 6 t), we 
s g&&ml the cor;lditisn that for 611 WI (1 G m < 3): &f,,+l E A*. According to 
glr,g&s that P is Free, for each TPI, only one of the wordsf&4;n+r can belang 
:nd& J,, and fWtTl E A* for IEI odd, implies EJ, I$, and bj: E A * for some k, 
vbford 6, b;,, &yk would have two different factorizations in words of A. 
+ for m even, implies b;L and bjK+i b;k+l EA* for some k, and the 
would have two different factorizations in words 
rohary 3, it may exist at most one index m. (1 < m. < 2~) such 
that, considering the subsequence S’ = cfi,fi, . . . . ft) 
of & Ithe can&ion U(r) is not satisfilzd. If m. < P, it follows that, considering the 
subsecpme S” = ug+p,ft+2, ..&)l of S, the condition U(t) is not satisfied. 
Since zt 3 d, if IU (2) if not satisfied cl.early also U(d) is not satisfied. The verikation 
is conckded. [I 
3. Let A be a rational code and s the number o_f states of the minimal atito- 
ton recognizing A*. If A is very pure, the cojzdition U (2s + 2) & satisfied. 
W& The proof is by contradiction. If A does not sat&y U (2s+ 2), there exists 
a =quenoe S = CfdL ..dL+J f o words c:)f XX* such that fk fk+l E A* for all 
k (1 6 k l < %I-2), and S n A* = kj. 
Since *the right equivalence 1pd4 o induced by A* has index s, we have certainly 
two elemantsf,,~~ of S, with i <= J and j - i even, such that fi pA+ fj. By the definition 
implies $ fd+l E A! *. Since j-i is even, i and j are both odd or 
II.; we have then: 
(b) of the theorem is now obtained as follows. f A is a rationa! and 
re cctde and s is the number of :states ofthe minimal automaton recognizing 
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